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You hold in your hands a very special issue of  the 
Round Table. It’s a shame that Beloit doesn’t have a 
yearbook, and we thought it would be appropriate to do 
something about that. 

For seniors, everything is beginning to take on a bit-
tersweet twinge. Classes are not just business as usual — 
you may never see your classmates and professors again. 
Brunch at Commons is no longer just a meal — it might 
be the last time you devour a potato triangle for the rest 
of  your life. A party at the Wall is a not just a gathering 
of  people around a dead garden bed — it’s a memory 
that you will hold dear for years to come. 

So celebrate the good times in the days to come, and enjoy 
your succulent laborfruits this senior week!

<3 RT

Dear Beloit College Students,
There are about 900 of  you closing out an academic year (spectacularly well, I hope) and 
on the cusp of  a terrific summer (a good mix of  fun, sun, money-making, and worthwhile 
experiences, I trust). No doubt you are already formulating expectations of  what next fall 
back on campus will bring. There are also about 300 of  you about to commence from your 
home for the last four years at Beloit College to all corners of  the world. As much as a care 
about the former 900 (and I promise I will turn my attentions back to you soon), I admit I 
am utterly focused on the latter 300.
I have a bittersweet relationship with commencements. I love them because they are so 
wonderfully filled with promise – you are, after all, stepping off  into a life of  purposeful 
consequence - yet I get so sad once the handshakes and hugs on Sunday are over. The 300 
of  you will, almost to a person, underestimate how meaningful you have been to those 
of  us that continue here.  Relationship transitions are hard even when you know they are 
right.
So, between now and Mother’s Day my intention is to spend as much of  my time as pos-
sible enjoying my remaining moments with our 300 soon-to-be alumni. Turtles are world-
class baskers and I, like a good turtle, will be basking in warmth of  the fab-300 for as long 
as I can. 
It is a great week to be a Beloiter Beloiting Beloit.
Sincerely,
Scott

letter from the president

beloit confessions
When my freshman year roommate 

was out of  the room on St. Patrick’s 
Day I wiped my whiskey-soaked 

hands on her coverlet while sinisterly 
whispering whiskeyyy handssss.

XOXO, Rowdy Roomie
 

Back when I worked at Commons my 
freshman year, I would sometimes 

bring in my blue BelCon travel mug 
filled halfway with Ten High whiskey 

(the finest), hit the soda fountain for 
a bit Coke, and happily set to work in 
the kitchen, meandering around open 

flames and sharp moving parts. 
Steven Jackson

My freshman year roommate and I 
volunteered at Vortex 2009 to get 

free t-shirts. Our job was going to be 
selling the Vortex t-shirts until we 

found out just before the show that we 
were not allowed to sell them because 

they had been purchased with BelCON 
(as it was then) funds. We instead made 

a ‘Mandatory Donation’ sign and split 
the money between us. 

Love,
India

Dear C-Haus: once, Steve and I were 
sitting in the basement at the table 

in the corner near the stage. Erik 
was standing on top of  the table and 

we decided it would be fun to rock 
him back and forth. It was. Then, we 

realized how close the table was to 
breaking. How could we not break it? 

I’m so sorry. But it was fun. And we 
bonded over it. And it made Spencer 

angry. 
XOXO, Sasha.

Dear Theta Pi Gamma,
In the fall of  2010, I stole one of  your 
hay bales at the Roll in the Hay Party 
and then after two weeks of  hiding it 

in a dorm room, I threw it onto the 
roof.

Sincerely,
Chad Poogan

Sam Lewis, I once replaced your 
condoms with tampons. 

Beth Hanson

YEARBOOK EDITION

Always happy to hang 
out in the field or the 
classroom, Beloit geolo-
gists after the geo nam-
ing ceremony, spring 
2012. Photo courtesy Liz 
Ceperley

Michael Krantz-Perlman squashes 
Spencer Bible’s disc dreams. Photo 

courtesy of Alex Hunter

“The course description was better!” Photo 
courtesy of Daniayla Stein

SPIEL lets its sober freak flag fly.  Photo courtesy of Sally Weidenback

Fellow seniors support widdle gwieving 
gwaduate. Photo courtesy of Emma Ammirati 

Jon Stone multi-tasking; not 
crowd-surfing. Photo courtesy of 
Alex Hunter.

Oh the poses you’ll pose! Photo courtesy of Susie Smela

Which college? Beloit College! Photo courtesy of Emma Ammirati
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hats off/f*ck off
 a la karin carlson

A lifelong (four-year) dream finally fulfilled.

Hats off to study abroad. I’ll cherish the memories I can still remember.
F*ck off to study abroad.  The rate at which I actually give a shit 

about important things has rapidly decreased since I got back.
Hats off to themed parties, particularly sophomore year. I 

don’t think I’ll have as much fun dressing up as I did with the 
‘Dead People with Mustaches’ party

F*ck off to underclassmen who don’t dress up for parties/the 
general apathy towards themed parties.

Hats off to dance performances. I wish I had done this sooner. And 
a second Hats off  to Mira Treatman’12 for being so nice and not 

making me feel dumb since I don’t come from a dance background.
F*ck off to realizing that you enjoy things at Beloit during 

your last year. I wish I had more time to take more WGST and 
art history classes, dance and maybe even “join” an ultimate 

Frisbee team.
F*ck off to self-reflections.  I don’t want to talk about my 

feelings with you EVER.
Hats off/F*ck off to WBCR. You are the biggest love/hate 
relationship of  my life so far. I wish I knew how to quit you.

Hats off to wine in the library.
Hats off to wine. 

F*ck off to my freshman year. Just f*ck off. 
Hats off to my friends.  

F*ck off to spring day weather the past two years.  
Hats off to my parents for letting me come to a school that 

is so different than their own personal ideologies.  I know I’m 
freaking out about debt and if  my degree is useless but I’ll 

always know that I wouldn’t have grown as much over the past 
four years if  I wasn’t at Beloit. 

Hats off to upperclassmen that gave out free beer freshman week!
Hats off to 40’s and LOST parties in Peet

Hats off to the good ol’ days of  Peet
Hats off to Malt mondays!

F*ck off to everyone who ever threw up anywhere but the 
toilet in Peet

F*ck off to the immense amount of  fire alarms that went off  
in Peet

F*ck off to Commons food
Hats off the Obama party!

*and more!*
Hats off to The Round Table for being the most dysfunctional, 
crazy and gosh darn amazing second family that anyone could 

ever ask for.
F*ck off to the slow sandwich makers all over this campus

Hats off  to Mr. B’s
Hats off  to Steve Wright for keeping our campus clean 

Hats off to Andy, the super nice frosty-browed security guard
Hats off to the registrar ice queen for making an effort to be 

so nice lately.
F*ck off for still being evil at your core.

Hats off to all my freshman year friends, who have helped me 
avoid them the last three years.

F*ck off to Cub Foods. Miss you bro.
F*ck off for having to switch from my Beloit email account. I 

don’t understand how to do it.
Hats off to removing “swipe” from my daily vocabulary.

Hats off to a lifetime of  no more hot troughs.
F*ck off to the poor Beloit housing market for spoiling me 

with your low prices and making up for it with your less than 
desirable landlords.

Hats off to dirt cheap living in Beloit.
F*ck off to that gosh darned hawk for eating Mr. Mallard - he 

was supposed to walk with us!
F*ck off to suana drama - you ruined everyone else’s chances 

for a hot and steamy romance.
Hats off to BANG-O.

Hats off to Physical Plant. You have been doing a baller job all around.
Hats off to ISR for solving the majority of  our computer problems. 

Don’t worry, we thought the night without internet was fun.
F*ck off to BLink for making us all feel like our grandparents 

asking about the internet. 
Hats off to stuboard annoucements - I get a lot out of  you.

Dear Beloit College: these beautiful people are the Round Table staff for the Fall of 2012. I stole these pictures from their Facebook accounts, so I’m sorry to whoever actually deserves the photo credit. I 
just wanted to show you all why I’m so excited to spend every Sunday night of next semester with them. Because they’re attractive--not because they’re talented or anything. And, if, for some reason, you don’t 

trust me and Bert to uphold the storied journalistic institution that is the Round Table, then trust them. They look trustworthy, don’t they? xoxo, Sasha. 

We are the Fall 2012 editors...

JONAH ISENSTEIN,  
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT 

JENNIFER JOHNSON, ARTS & 
ENTERTAINMENT

EMILY JAMES,  
DESIGN

SEAN LITTLE, 
SPORTS

BERT CONNELLY,  
EDITOR IN CHIEF

SARAH MILLER, 
DESIGN

SASHA 
DEBEVEC-
MCKENNEY, CAROLYN 

STRANSKY, 
NEWS

ZAK EFFLER, NEWS

KATHLEEN HANSEN, FEATURES 

SAM BECKER, 
OPINIONS

KELSEY RETTKE, 
OPINIONS

LIZZI  
BELMONT, 
PRODUCTION 
MANAGER 

SARAH  
LISOVICH,  
GRAPHICS

EDITOR  
IN CHIEF

confessions pt.2
Dear Kenny, It’s been great getting to know you this year. But I have to come clean and tell you that I was a 
one of  the several people who drew pensises all over your face on St. Patrick’s Day. Thetas only had a small 
hand in the deed. You know it was funny. 
XOXO, Ian

I once had sex in the spirituality room. LOLZ
XOXO, Goin’ at it for God

I peed in the sauna. I don’t regret it.
XOXO, Pissin’ in Public 

I once smashed a vodka bottle on the outside of  TKE before I left to go abroad and shouted, “I’m out 
bitches!” Heeheehee
XOXO, Fuckin’ with Frats

Dear David Bremner,
I stuffed your pillow and bed with packing peanuts. You thought it was David Petty and the two of  you 
started a prank war over it. Alas, the apples you two threw were in vain. Eat shit, Dirty Bird.
Not Sorry,
Kellen Sullivan

Dear John Fiene,
We once covered your moped with pubic hairs. Not sorry we’re not sorry.
Love,
Past Peace and Justice house members

Once, I made a fake Yahoo email account and sent Scott Bierman Sig Chi’s “PROJECT EX” video. Whoops. 
I was just feeling bitchy that day and didn’t want to take it out on any of  my real friends. Sorry I’m not 
sorry that you had to go to J-Board. 
XOXO, Ann Davies (jkjkjk)

My first two bellruns were on the back cover of  the RT. My third one was on the front cover.
Love,
Bradley

Almost every time I go to the library I sit upstairs in the quiet section, just so I can people watch out the 
giant window.
XOXO, Janice Geis

I have drunkenly peed in my bed nine times in four years.
Sincerely,
Late Night Leaker

Dear President Bierman,
I have your turtle riding gnomes. I’m sorry if  this has caused you any distress. I will give them back before 
the summer comes, but they just look too good on my TV right now.
XOXO, Turtle Taker

Dear Jared McCannon
One time when I was blacked out and feelin’ especially skanky, I had sex on your futon. Sleep tight tonight, 
bud!
Sincerely,
David “The Dirty Bird” Bremner

I stole a cue ball from one of  the C-Haus pool tables. I then used a water balloon launcher to shoot said cue 
ball right through one of  the green wooden people in the Chapin quad. Sorry about the hole I left in that 
poor green girl.
David Petty

Dear graveyard neighbors 
I’m sorry I stole your American Flag. It was Teenage Tuesday. I was going to give it back, but it looked 
damn good in my window. Still does.
Apologies,
Lover Dummy

Dear Night Class Professors
Suds happy hour. I can’t believe I said that. So sorry.
Spencer Bible

Dear professor,
That time I puked in front of  you? Yup, that was a hangover. My bad.
Love,
No regrets senior

Dear Ronit,
As two friends who have made many promises to each other, only one has merited us keeping a real 
secret…until now. Living in 840 our freshman year was one of  the strangest social experiments of  our 
lives. In particular, one emotionally charged incident brought the house together. Remember that time 
when someone ate your cookies? You had that huge snack bin below your bed that you filled will
all sorts of  treats. You know, the cookies that your grandparents sent you from Australia? Those really 
good mint cookies? Delicious mint cookies. And remember the impromptu and heated house meeting 
that you called into session where you, convinced we were the culprits, accused us of  the crime and we 
adamantly denied it? Yeah, we ate your cookies. Four years later we want to thank you.
See you around,
Sophie and Mark

(continued from front page)

HENRY WERRELL, 
GRAPHICS



words of wisdom
  In the past few days, with graduation looming closer and closer, we’ve spent a lot of  time talking about the years 
we’ve spent here and the things we’ve learned about ourselves along the way. To you remaining Beloiters, we have 
a few tips we wanted to share with you. 
1) RELAX! As a senior you’re way more likely to talk to people outside your friend group and do things you want 
to without a second thought. Play Frisbee, live in geology house, go to a BSFFA event, give a symposium, do what 
you want and don’t worry about it. 
2) Live your life assuming everybody knows everything, because everybody probably does. 
3) Don’t compare yourself  to other students. A lot of  Beloiters do really impressive things but don’t undermine 
the work that you do. We’re all different and that’s a good thing.
4) Get off  campus. Study abroad. Go to Rockford. It’ll help you see how great of  a place Beloit really is. 
5) Be yourself  because honestly, no one gives a shit. And this may be the last chance you have to do crazy things or 
wear bizarre outfits. Embrace your quirkiness.
   And finally, we hope that you appreciate this school, a place where the overall level of  people being awesome 
and nice is so much higher than anywhere else. You are so lucky to go here because the people are genuinely good 
people. The four of  us are honored to call ourselves Beloiters. All we ask of  you is this: Please keep Beloit’s spirit 
alive! 

Love,
Hayley Notter, Chelsea Steck, Tirzah Abbott, and Regina Wilensky. 

things I'll miss about beloit
ARIANA ANDERSON, Staff  Writer

-Students making chainmail during class.
-People being surprised that I haven’t read Proust. 

-Wearing three different prints and holey tights and 
not having anyone bat an eye.

-The Gazebo for One Anarchist.
-Watching fat squirrels stuff  their cheeks with leftover 

Java Joint muffins.
-Using heteronormativity and ethnocentricity in daily 

conversation.
-Access to free printing!!

-That weird tree next to WAC that’s somehow infused 
with an electrical socket.

-Seeing Steve Wright at every. single. performance.
-Feeling the drips from the C-Haus ceiling during a 

particularly intense show. (Just kidding. Kind of.)
 

best of beloit dance parties
ARIANA ANDERSON & ANNA HOLMQUIST, Staff  Writer & Former News Editor

10. Alliance’s Gender Bender Party’09
9. Art House’s Space Jam Party
8. Impromptu dance party at C-Haus after Obama won
7. OEC’s 90s Parties. All of  them.
6. Blue Home’s Millenium Party
5. The First French House Rave
4. OEC’s Talking Heads Party (Spring’10 to be specific)
3. OutKast Dance Party at C-Haus
2. Women’s Center’s Jet-Set A Go-Go Party (Okay, there were never more than 10 people there at a time, but 
those who were there had dressed up and were totally into dancing the mashed potato.)
1. Class of  2012: remember that Friday after new student days? When it was just our class? After dancing on 
the quad to the African drumming troupe from Chicago, we all migrated to C-Haus for the first time to dance 
our hearts out to stuff  like MIA and Modest Mouse. The energy was absolutely incredible, and nothing has 
compared since.

10 reasons why beloit is better 
than state school

LISA HORAN, Contributor

1. Less zebra and cheetah print on clothing
2. More likely to start relationships/build confidence 
after one-night stands: you’re going to run into them 

all over the place anyway 
3. BSFFA is kind of  awesome
4. More creative party themes 

5. Really, hardly any zebra print at all
6. No need to memorize 10 digit ID number

7. Security
8. Better academic/spiritual/artistic/fashion 

inspiration
9. The dude playing the fiddle outside of  my window 

right now
10. Just, so much less zebra print abuse. You really 

gotta appreciate the small things

songs I want played at 
graduation 

KENNY ANDEJESKI, Staff  Writer

Anything Usher sings
Anything R. Kelly sings

Anything DJ Unk....raps?
“We R Who We R” by Ke$ha

“You Belong With Me” by Taylor Swift
“Never Forget You” by Lupe Fiasco
“Live Your Life” by T.I. ft. Rihanna

“Lemme Go In” by SSB ft. J-Bo
“Party At The Wall” by David Bremner

“All My Life” by K-Ci & JoJo
“Let It Rock” by Kevin Rudolf  ft. Lil’ Wayne

“If  I Ain’t Got You” by Alicia Keys
“Just Dance” by Lady Gaga

“The Pursuit of  Happyness” by Kid Cudi
“Single Ladies” by Beyonce
“Best I Ever Had” by Drake

“I Gotta Feeling” by The Black Eyed Peas
“Party In The U.S.A.” by Miley Cyrus

“Watcha Say” by Jason Derulo

senior superlatives
LIZ K. FREEMAN & MARISSA HUTTON
Contributors

Most likely to become a hot soccer mom: Isak Englund and Fulani Thrasher
Most princess-like: Aman Bharti
Most likely to quietly take over the world: Sasha Debevec-McKenny
Most likely to get arrested for punching a president: Maddy Kramer
Biggest Drama Queens: Steven Jackson and Travis Towns
Most school spirit: David Yu
Best dressed: Yati Olagbaju and Bebe Santa-Wood
Cutest Couple: Scott Dyke and Kellen Sullivan
Most likely to live at home forever with 16 cats: Mark Coogan and Jessica Slattery
Most likely to marry a millionaire: Shane Donnelly and Mackenzie Hillard
Most likely to be on 16 and Pregnant: Kenny Andejeski and Jenna Judelson-Murphy
Nicest: Jared McCannon and Megan Mason
Most environmentally conscious: David Bremner and Vince Salucci
Most likely to marry Oscar Wilde, even though he is dead and not attracted to females: Mira Treatman
Most likely to not get a superlative: India John
Most likely to be naked underneath their graduation robes: Ben Sercombe and Emmy Fuller
Most hippest: Josh Davis
Most likely to fart: Ben Siebert and Spencer Bible
Most addicted to Myspace: Emily Neigel and Brian Shobe
Most athletic: Tron
Most conservative: Abby Burnham and Sam Braun
Most likely to become first female president: Alex Hunter
Most likely to be a runaway bride: Matt Porter
Sassiest: MJ the THIRD
Most likely to accidentally get engaged: Leigh Wasson and Jorge Selva (to each other)
Most likely to start a cult: Livia Kelly and Mark Freker
Most likely to corrupt young minds: Liz K. Freeman and Marissa Hutton
Most likely to become a communist/ quaker: Livia Kelly and Ari Jacobs
Most likely to build a cabin with their bare hands: Dana Wierzbicki and Hana Laurencot
Most likely to be in the NFL: Derek Carrier and Henry Greenfield
Most likely to win a BET award: MC D Felds
Most likely to date Josh Davis: Jenny Peterson and Gus Graves
Most likely to still be at Beloit hiding somewhere: Molly Steigerwald and Chris Wilson
Most likely to make money dancing ;) Vivian Chen and Terence Steward
Most half  jewish/ half  asian: Kei Ishii and David Dunder
Most likely to find Narnia: Neal Conway
Most likely to forget where he found Narnia: Neal Conway
Most likely to touch a manatee at some point: Briana Walsh
Most likely to touch a manatee’s mushymoist cooter, specifically. Jennifer Gilbertson
Most likely to join the Westborough Baptist Church: Bryant Conkling
Most likely to get bed sores one week after graduation: Ben Seibert
Most likely to become the Jane Goodall of  bros: Megan O-Doherty
Best person with the worst friends: Vince Salucci
Best Frenemies: Josh Davis and Josh Davis
Most likely to reclaim his virginity: Gus Graves 
Best dog owner: Beth Ames
Most monogamous: Brian Shobe/Ashley Lanham, Jacob Ehrenriech/Fulani Thrasher, Matthias Balogh/Jordan Posner. 
Worst DMX impression: Elaina Lenertz
Most notorious Facebook troller: Oliver Wyckoff
Most likely to buy you breakfast afterwards: Sam Offutt
Most eligible Tom Melton: Tom Melton
Best cape girl: you know who you are
Most complete breakfast: Evan Mascitti
Most likely to talk to an alien: Morgan Rehnberg
Most likely to write a children’s book: Mira Treatman
Most likely to be arrested for selling bath salts without a permit: Nick Canby
Best Juggalo: Stitch Moritz
Best Celine Dion impersonator: Eric Hetland
Most likely to become one of  Jay-Z’s bodyguards: Brian Fayer

A shout out to 
BUFF,
You guys have made my 
last few semesters so 
rewarding. I am so proud 
of  all of  you and I love 
calling you all family (to 
quote Michael Kaaw, Fam-
ily is the most important 
letter of  BUFF, b/c family 
is forever). Rock it out in 
Georgia next semester, 
you guys will do so well. 
Particularly She-BUFF, 
you ladies are the best 
thing that could have 
happened, keep up the 
hard work!
Love you all,
Jenna

senior bucket list:
Bell Run - still haven’t done one yet

Drink a beer with Bierman
Create a new beloit rap hit for senior week “Blacked 

out and Crying”
Eat lunch with a Squirrel

Have some students do a 4 year anniversary 
reenactment of  840rgy

Joust in A3
Convince IceMan to come to graduation

Participate in the last Malt Monday
Throw impromptu naked party on Pete 4th

LARP the night away
get MC D Feld’s autograph on my boobs

Go skinny-dipping at the quarry
Break something with Brian Fayer

Go to the hospital with Guthrie Graves
Play Ultimate with India John every chance I get - 

she’s so good at it...
Climb WAC

Bring a date (or a few!) to the top of  the Cage for 
One Anarchist

Audition for things—even things you don’t think 
you’re good at
Bell run (duh)

Chase a squirrel
Make someone else chase a squirrel

Start drinking at 8 a.m., regret it by 11 a.m.
All nighters, three in a row

Friday Fish Fry

mindset list:

stu.beloit.edu
Eight Forgy

Juicy Campus
Commons trays (only a few days, but 

still)
Tractors eating Chamberlain

Desk-size calendars
All-campus invasive contact booklet

Iceman’s poopscapades 
The sophomore retreat!

Cub Foods 
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BUFF gets juicy like a georgia peach, y’all.
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“When I dip you dip we dip.” Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter

Women’s soccer team dressed to impress for the fall 2008 RA skits. Photo corutesy Liz Ceperley

This photo was taken at 8 a.m. on a Tuesday. Photo courtesy of Emma Ammirati.

We have to pay for laundry? Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter

Spring 2012 Dining Coop Formal. Photo courtesy of Kate Parsons

Ginger Jesus blesses Bizarro Beloit 2012. 

Photo courtesy of Catherine Jensen

Liz “lolbootz” Freeman nutworking in the quad. 

Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter.

Porchsittin’ outside of Geo House. 

Photo courtesy of Steven Jackson.

ConCATulations, grads!
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Eight Forgy , anyone? Photo 

courtesy of Alex Hunter

Round Table relishes a moment of silence. Photo courtesy of Jessica Slattery.

Intervaristy Christian Fellowship gets CRAAAAZY. Photo courtesy of Beth Cruzan.

Party at the wall. Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter .

Who is who at Bizarro Beloit 2012. 

Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter.

DJ StaggerLee is a playa’. Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter.

MLP Party. Photo courtesy of Susie Smela.

FYI Photo courtesy of Liz McKinley

Raptor Point raptoring circa 2009. Photo courtesy of India John.
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oh beloit,
  Here we are in May of  2012, and I haven’t become entirely who I imagined I would be. I didn’t really drink 
or party in college, which took me by surprise. I found a niche in SPIEL, where I could have fun the way that I 
like to have fun, and I found that I love museum work and that I love all the little nuances about Archives.
 
   I will miss the community of  SPIEL the most about Beloit. I love you guys so much. I will miss playing 
board games with you, sitting under the stars at 2:00 a.m., random trips to Denny’s and puddle jumping. I will 
miss living in a tower with my friends and having awesome events that usually just turn into eating candy and 
playing picture telephone. I’m not sure how much I will miss explaining to everyone “No you don’t have to be 
completely substance-free to be in SPIEL,” and feeling judged for my membership in a substance-free club.
 
   I will miss Tessa and the Sallys, and Greg, and Clifford and Beth, and everyone else who knows who they 
are. I will miss the Archives and Fred and the Logan Museum and all of  its staff.
 
   However, I will not have many more opportunities to say it, so I’m going to say it now: Beloit needs better 
mental health resources. You can’t keep sending students away because you don’t know what to do with them. 
Also, never abandon your friends when they’re having a crisis. Or ever. Don’t abandon your friends.
 
Sincerely,
 Molly McCracken

dear beloit,
  Beloit College has opened my eyes to the things I 

suppose I did not want to see. In so many in-
stances, I have learned that things will not always 
be easy, and if  I want something then I have to go 
get it. The world is made for those who are crazy 

enough to think they can rule it. I have seen people 
do the impossible and great things that will change 

the reality we see now to the reality of  the future.
 

   When I return to Egypt, I will return with great 
tales of  the unique and inspiring people of  Beloit 

College and the things I have done here. Not all 
tales are happy ones, but all are full of  adventure, 
intrigue and learning lessons. Beloit has made me 
bulletproof. I have been made a better person for 

my time here, and for that I will always be grateful 
and inspired to do everything I can to make dreams 

come true.

Jennifer Szakin-Graziano (Zahra)

dear beloit,
   I resent writing this goodbye letter because it coaxes the rising anxietybarf  into my esophagus and 
reminds me of  my half-assed after-grad plans. It reminds me that I have to buy tights without holes and 
a swimming suit and start exercising more and spend a lot of  time around my parents. It reminds me 
that my efforts will no longer be graded so I will never know how close I am to getting fired or winning 
a lifetime achievement award. It reminds me that phone interviews are awkward even though you can do 
them pantsless (small joys). And it reminds me that the locus of  control in my friendship cohort is firmly 
centered in Beloit and once I leave I will have to resort to Zumba classes with middle-aged Asian soccer 
moms for my most reliable social hour. 

   I changed a lot here. I became an effective human being and learned how to do things better. As I 
approach my graduation and engage in an overactive type-A job application tailspin I realize that one 
of  the reasons that I am anxious is that, up until this point, there has always been a plan. In elementary 
school I knew I would move up to the lockers of  middle school and after that the bustling hallways of  high 
school, the mice-infested rooms of  college, possibly the hazy glow of  grad school. But I’m Alice through 
the looking glass now. I’ve burst out on the other side thinking, “great! I did it… now what?” So, in the 
true spirit of  a liberal arts education, I am now flying by the seat of  my pants and the only consolation is 
that there is refreshing breeze on my exposed butt cheeks. 

    Farewell, dear Beloit! You have been a friend and a foe, a job and a joy, a frank freakfest of  fervent 
successes and failures. I shall not forget your blessed squirrels, your angry smokers, your maddeningly 
slow sandwich-making employees. I shall not forget your charm.

Love always, 
Your devoted goof, Lainie Lenertz

P.S. This is a very real, heartfelt and serious application to upper-management for a sandwich robot. The 
times are changing AND SO IS MY HOAGIE.

dear beloit,
For me, Beloit equals Fun.  With a capital F.  

Nowhere else do we have parties and classes and 
dinners with silly themes and wearing the weird-

est outfits possible.  To draw attention to ourselves 
and promote our home soccer games, members 

of  the women’s soccer team (mostly in 2009 and 
2010) would wear the weirdest outfits ever to class.  

One of  these days in 2010 fell on a Thursday, 
which meant I attended Carl Mendelson’s IDST 
Dinosaurs class.  On top of  crazy clashing outfit 
I had huge pink clown glasses.  I arrived in class 
without the glasses, but put them on when Carl 

turned to write something on the whiteboard.  
When he turned around, he exclaimed “Ahhhh! 

Who’s that?!”.  The class erupted in giggles.  
 

My Beloit experience began in the fall of  2006 
when I spoke with Katie Hedricks ‘06 who worked 

at the same school as my mom.  She emphasized 
that at Beloit you develop families that become 

critical to your happiness. Little did I know that I 
would end up with the same major as Katie, as well 
as be part of  Beloit families that will stick with me 
forever.  To my Theta Pi Gamma family: thank you 

so much laughs, traditions, and diversity.  I am so 
proud to be part of  an organization of  women that 

has been in the exact same place on campus for 
over 115 years.  To my soccer team family: bond-

ing over sweat, grass stains and early mornings 
creates a family unlike any other, and you guys are 

the root of  my goofy outfits and fun.  The up-
perclassmen on the soccer team were the absolute 

bomb in the fall of  2008 and I was welcomed 
on the team with open arms and smiles.  Most 
importantly, to my Geology family:  we found 

ourselves as geology majors because we liked to 
hike and read maps (and some forceful advising by 
Sue Swanson), and I would like to thank you guys 

for your endless source of  friendship, tent talk, 
and conversation concerning the occurrences and 
nature of  clinojimthompsonite.  We created Geol-
ogy House in 2009 and I hope we have a home on 
Park Ave. for years to come.  You guys are really 

one of  a kind.

-Elizabeth Ceperley

dude, beloit! 
   The last four years were crazy. I can’t lie, we made some awesome memories. Like when we created a fake 
frat, POO 4 LIFE! Haha, so legit. We sports’d so so so soooooo much! You even kind of  taught me how 
to throw Frisbees. Thanks for that brah! We definitely raged too. Is there really any better way to spend a 
Saturday night than getting sweaty in a dance party? Yeah, definitely not. I still can’t believe how cool you 
were about me peeing on you whenever I was out drinking; all those times on French House, Coughy Haus, 
and The Wall...Oh yeah can’t forget about the coat rack in Commons on St. Patrick’s Day junior year. Classic. 
I mean I should probably apologize for that, but you only YOLO once, right?

   Speaking of  apologies, that first time we hooked up, sorry for getting whiskey D. It’s not that I wasn’t 
feeling it, I was just a little intoxicated, ya know? Real talk though, anyone who has ever said you aren’t 
beautiful is either blind, closing their eyes or reallllly dumb. I’ve never seen anything more beautiful than you. 
You were totally cool with me being myself  and I can’t even tell you how much I appreciate that. When I met 
you, I was listless and not making the most out of  my potential. Now, all I can say is that you’ve brought the 
best out of  me and I can’t even begin to express how much I appreciate you. I know we’ll hang out outside of  
school, but I just had to let you know how I feel about you. 

KIT and HAKAS,
Kenneth Gerard Andejeski

dear class of 2012, 
   Aldrich 2nd. Polygamist Family. Obama. Tripod. “Poor choices”. Pa. ERMA. HRA. Flight 609. Phi 
Kappa Psi. Love. Letters. Tears. Ireland. Skype. Cheburashka. Isolation. Acceptance. Stepdad. Goal 8. VGP. 
Bohemian Rhapsody. RoadRanger.  Central Park drinks. Strong Choices. Devil’s Lake. Raptor Pack. Beloit 
Memorial. Milwaukee. Facebook. Cabo. LifeAlert. Bucket. Reciprocity. Trickle. Flood. Proud to be. 

   Words can evoke memories. The words above do just that. We all probably remember the Beloit 
admissions booklet with random words that were also stickers. These would be my stickers. However, they 
do not tell the entire story. 

   Beloit…..damn, you’ve been good to me. Between the generous financial assistance, amazing relationships 
with faculty and staff, and the amazing friendships made, it’s safe to say that I am pleased that I spent the 
last four years here. Sure there have been some tough moments when I wanted to get the hell off  this 
campus. But, for the vast majority of  it all, I had a blast. 

   Now, truth be told, my time at Beloit is not over. Although I will be walking at Commencement in 9 
short days, I still have to complete student teaching at Beloit Memorial High School in the fall. I’ll be here 
through January and so that has held a great deal of  comfort for me these past 7 months. However, it was 
not until April that it really hit me: although I may be here, a lot of  my Senior friends will not. This Beloit 
will never be the same. My Beloit has been shaped by the people I have laughed, cried, loved, and drudged 
through with. I will miss these people. 

   I want to take a moment to speak directly to my friends. Thank you so very much. You have been a 
wonderfully positive presence in my life and I love you all so much. If  you are unsure if  that applies to you, 
my friend, assume that it does. :D I am fully confident that all of  you will do amazing things in this world 
and I can’t wait to see that unfold. 

   Lately, many people have asked me what the best decision I made at Beloit was. Without a doubt, it would 
be joining Phi Psi. I cannot be more thankful to my supportive Brothers who mean the world to me. I love 
each and every one of  you. 

   As I look to the future, I, like all of  us, are unsure of  what is exactly to come. There will be many bumps 
along the way and joys to be experienced. However, I know one thing for certain: I learned a great deal 
from the people at Beloit, and that makes me better prepared for what will come next. Class of  2012, it has 
been a blast. Best of  luck with all of  your future endeavors. I will miss you. 

With Much Turtle Love,
Eric Hetland…

dear beloit,
  When we first got together, I was so excited about us.  I think that’s why I took it so hard when we had 
our first fight only a few weeks in. I admit I might have come on too strong, I know I can be a bit much. And 
then after I settled down, it’s possible I didn’t always give you the time and attention you deserved. But I also 
remember you asking for a lot of  commitment I just didn’t know if  I was ready to give. I mean, that’s fair 
right? I was 18—I didn’t really know what I wanted. But after a while we found a groove- remember all that 
crazy stuff  we did? I really got to know myself, sometimes the hard way, and you had the grace not to judge 
me too harshly when things got kinda weird. I mean, you definitely told too many people, I think we both know 
that you love to gossip,often at the risk of  hurting people, but you did have the grace not to let it define our 
relationship.  We both know the middle was rough. Everything got old, you know? Like, you served the same 
food for dinner practically on a schedule--and you would tell the same stories over and over again... I think 
that’s really why I let myself  go. It was just so easy not to care, because I knew you too well... I knew how 
much I could get away with. I do regret that, I regret giving up on us.
 
    But you carried on. You held on to our relationship and waited patiently for me to get my shit together and 
when I did, our relationship became a partnership. It was nothing like I had initially imagined, but it gave me 
what I needed. Because of  that, I’m leaving you now. I’m ready to move on to something new.  I’m sure you’ll 
find someone else. Really, you’re great, but it’s time I found someone who can challenge me in different ways. 
But let’s always stay friends, okay? 
See you around.

-Daniayla Stein

dear beloit,
As I’m preparing to move, I’ve been reflecting on 
life here.  I’ve lived on campus for two years now 

and some things are still a mystery to me.  First of  
all, what is this “Commons” and why haven’t I been 

there?  I hear they have bacon sometimes?  And 
why do people switch rooms when they get mad at 

their roommate?  I just pee on my roommate’s clean 
clothes folded on the floor in her bedroom.  She usu-
ally doesn’t even realize it until a few days later and 

by that time it’s not even worth it for her to get mad.  
Another thing that still confuses me is the lack of  un-
derstanding on campus for the rules of  fetch.  When 
you throw one of  those white discs you are supposed 

to run it back to your playmate, not throw it!  And 
you all use your hands to catch it.  Weak.

 Well, Beloit, there are also some things that are not 
a mystery.  Beloit was my first home.  I will miss liv-
ing in a huge house with such long hallways to run.  

I don’t think I’ll be able to duplicate the games of  
“tag” I played with some of  you on the Aldrich Field 
or Chapin Quad.  The ladies in the blue polos always 
want to play with me, and I’ve never seen them any-

where else except here!  The Wall is my favorite place 
to run in circles, but my roommate has told me I can’t 
have one of  my own.  I have so many friends at Beloit!  

I will miss them a lot!  Thank you to everyone who 
played with me, spent the night when my roommate 
was out of  town, rubbed my belly, and said hello on 
walks.  Stop and say goodbye next time you see me, 

okay?
 

Farewell,
Claude

 
PS-does the sober verbal yes apply to dogs, too?
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the ethics of being reckless
   In a recent article in the Wall Street Journal, Charles Wheelan wrote a column titled “What They Don’t Tell You at Graduation.” His number one piece 
of  advice for the Class of  2012: “Your time in fraternity basements was well spent. “ He wasn’t trying to convince us to join Greek Life. He was telling us 
to not focus on the research we did on feline AIDS or the awesome group project you did with that one gay dude on hipsters in Zimbabwe. He was trying to 
tell us that we need to think about the times that we made meaningful connections with our fellow Beloiters.  Wheelan claims that “one benchmark of  your 
postgraduation success should be how many of  these people are still your close friends in 10 or 20 years.”

   For me, I made those connections while doing reckless activities with my friends at Beloit. These meaningful connections came about when I dyed my 
long blonde hair bleach-blonde, pretended to be an ID-checker at C-Haus, got in a big gay pile and had a hamster party at OEC, stole the stunna shades from 
one of  the DJs at C-Haus, and when I did slapshots in the MI Tunnel. All of  them were worth the aftermath. However, I am now reflecting on my bizarre 
experiences with my cohorts, and I have weird anxious feelings about leaving Beloit. These conversations usually end with me saying, “So wait, I can’t do 
this in the real world?” They respond, “No.”  Then, I follow-up with, “But I can at least wear my cheetah print shirt?” They respond,  “Nope.” 

   It’s upsetting. Heartbreaking even. Beloit, why did you make me think that I could get away with this sh*t? Why did you encourage my weirdness? I can’t 
dupe my future co-workers. I won’t be able to sneak a porcelain goose into concerts with my friends. But in the end, I think all of  these have been a positive 
more than a negative. My recklessness never physically injured anyone (except that one time I gave my friend a grape-fruit size bruise on her hip). I will 
be living in a separate world, always yearning for Beloit. I will remember my times here, and always try to make time to fly in for homecoming. Beloit is a 
community where I made friends that I can share my strange habits with. Even if  I don’t see you when I come back, I hope to continue this craziness outside 
the Bubble for the next twenty years. In that way, I hope my recklessness will be worth it and ethical. 

   Oh, and wait! Golf  doesn’t exist outside of  Beloit?!?! What the f*ck?!

dear beloit,
  Although I played sports all throughout high school, I am only a slightly above average athlete. At the end of  my senior football season, there were only three schools, 
all local and all division III, recruiting me to play football and Beloit was the only one where I had a reasonable chance of  playing. So during the spring of  2008 when I 
was making pros and cons lists for the colleges I had been accepted to in an effort to finally pick a school, one of  the largest pros on any list was that I was going to be 
able to continue playing a game that I loved at Beloit College. 

    One of  the things I’ll miss most about Beloit College is the Saturday afternoons I spent playing football. There is nothing like the feeling of  playing competitive 
sports, surrounded by your best friends in front of  a cheering crowd. So it was very fitting that on my last day of  classes at Beloit College, I got to have that feeling once 
more. Playing in the third place game at Wednesday’s Ultimate Frisbee Championships reminded me of  how incredibly fun it is to play sports competitively in front of  
people who actually care about the outcome. Leaving Strong Stadium, I realized how special the night had been and how grateful I am that I was able to participate.

   So I want to say a sincere thank you to everyone who made Wednesday night so special. Thank you Ari Jacobs’12 and John Van Treek’11 for organizing the entire 
season. Thank you Ben Sercombe’12 and Jenna Murphy-Judelson’12 for doing your best to fill uncomfortable silences with your insightful commentary. Thank you to 
the athletic department for all of  their help with the games. Thank you to Nick Karris and all of  the other donors who helped make Strong Stadium into the beautiful 
complex we now have. Thank you to everyone who came down just to watch, especially Scott Bierman, John Winkelmann and all of  the other faculty and staff  present 
at the game. Thank you to TRON for a hard fought game. Thank you to TRON for coming out in droves and cheering on your teammates. Thank you TON for 
being simultaneously obnoxious and endearing an a combination that only you could pull off. Thank you Purple Reign for an incredibly fun season. Thank you Travis 
Towns’12 for never giving up on hammer time. Thank you Beloit College for giving me one more opportunity to do something that I love.

--Mark Coogan

dear beloit,
   You’ve been a lot of  things to me over the years. As my days here draw to a 

close, my reflection is definitely clouded through graduation goggles. It’s hard 
not to wax sentimental.

   When I went abroad, I didn’t love Beloit like I do now. I think it took being 
in a different place to really appreciate how great Beloit was. It certainly made 

this past year my favorite. It’s been filled with great memories like MC D Feld’s 
many performances and spending quality time with the Round Table.

   For me, Beloit, you will always be supportive professors, unforgettable (sober 
and drunk) times with friends, coffee and conversations with Tina, and (of  

course) turtles.
 

   Four years was not long enough to spend with you. 
xoxo, Beth Hanson

dear beloit,
   I am not one for words but I wanted to 
say my piece. 

   This college has something 
extraordinary going for it. It has 
students who are driven to make a place 
for themselves in this weird town and 
weirder world. We are a strange lot but 
in our strangeness we often find the 
capacity to come together and make 
strange stuff  happen.
   Thank you for the past four years.

P.S. In regards to the compound miter 
saw that tried to take my finger… suck it.
--Erik Magnuson

dear beloit,
    If  I had to sum you up in a word, you would be annoying. You’re annoying because there is absolutely no way to describe you to people in the 

“real world.” You’re annoying because you have probably ruined me for life by cultivating a love of  facepaint and a lack of  social censor. You’re 
annoying because you stressed me out, deprived me of  sleep and made me addicted to caffeine. 

You’re annoying because no costume party, dance party, hamster party, wall party, or any other type of  party will ever measure up to yours. 
You’re annoying because  you’ve made me appreciate humor at its driest, friends at their weirdest, and sarcasm at its sassiest.   

But mostly I’m annoyed because I’ll never be able to look a late-night pizza in the face without thinking of  you. And I know that my face-paint 
days are (kind of) behind me. I know that I’ll have to clean up my facebook because no one else will find my fake names ironic or my suggestive 

profile pictures endearing. I’ll have to  start describing you as “quirky,” “unique,” and “nudist-friendly” although I know that these adjectives 
will never measure up. And I’m annoyed because I refuse to admit that these are the four best years of  my life but if  they are, then I will be the 

luckiest  and most annoyed girl in the world. 

HAGS,
Megan

dear beloit,
   I’m sitting next to other seniors, all of  us trying to sum up Beloit. It’s not going well.
   “You’ve got a lot of  spirit, but not like school spirit, like ethereal spirits!” 
   Quickly deleted.
   We’re struggling.
   Whenever someone brought up a Bell Run, I nodded like it was cute, accepted the obligatory drunk suggestion, then let the drive die, 
went back to whatever. But then, last semester, I got gone gone gone, remember taking my pants off  in front of  Chapin, bare feet hitting 
the sidewalk, trying to watch out for broken glass, keeping my head up. Came up the stairs and through the arch, and the metal was cold 
and cool. It felt different than when I bumped into it waiting for class to start. It felt older. On the way back there wasn’t a drop 
of  embarrassment. Didn’t have it in me. Either way I was running back to my clothes. I let it go. And for a few seconds I didn’t 
give a f*ck. I was Liberal Artistic. I was Beloit. I was Tron. 
   There’s something to em’. Don’t miss it. It won’t be the same after you graduate.
   I miss everyone.
Spencer H(am) Bible

too bad I can’t.
It first hit me how well Beloit suited me when I realized that “party” always 

meant a dance party. As it should be, and how it was even when I was a 
prospie, dancing the night away in Chaus with my host and her friends. 

“Wednesday is the new Friday,” my host informed me, a concept I didn’t 
take seriously until this past year, almost too late. Trivia, with winners 

celebrating on the OEC stoop with our spoils till the early a.m.? Yes please.

 The reality of  my time at Beloit was illuminated for me just a 
couple of  weeks ago when a friend of  mine from home was visiting for 
a few days. “I figured this place out - Beloit is just like summer camp!” I 

laughed at first, then thought about and realized the truth of  this statement. 
This world that I have lived in the past three and a half  years is certainly 

just an extended camp - my classes have including camping trips, watching 
movies, playing with turtles (yes, in the classroom), discussing stream 

meanders, learning how to use a compass, painting a bus, and reading Alice 
in Wonderland. I have lived in lofted beds in communal houses where my 

peers and I occasionally (frequently) end up in dog piles, giggling with one 
another. I can wear whatever I want and get complimented on my “style.” 

 Mainly, however, it is the people that I have met at camp that 
stick with me. I have met those very few people with whom I can have an entire conversation based 
on compliments, insisting that no, they are the best - and I mean it. I have been infinitely fortunate 
to meet not one, but two people who I genuinely think of  as little siblings, valuing their opinions, 

lack of  judgment towards me, and looks as I do my own older sisters. I have also become a part of  
another family of  the frisbee persuasion, which has resulted in injuries, tears, and marriage proposals. 

Late nights studying rocks that led to giant paper airplanes, chair races, and watermelon drops that 
made me certain I’d chosen the right major. Last is the Round Table. I cannot think of  another setting 
in which, and other people with whom losing hundreds of  hours of  sleep on Thursday, and recently 

Sunday nights, could be so much fun - viral videos, bell runs, Crazy Town, and hamster parties 
galore. All constant reminders that college is about the people.

 But that is just the college, and it is not just the college that has made my time in college 
the great time in college that I’m supposed to have in college. A few others, that everyone should 

experience, include Mr. B’s, Turtle Creek, Nygren, Colley Road, Beloit in a summer dress, the 
farmer’s market, Badger Spirits, Dairy Haus, coffee with retired professors, Harvard, bike rides just 

around, abandoned barns, sunsets from the Science Center roof, and Toulouse.

 It’s been far from perfect and I wouldn’t change a moment of  it. I don’t know if  I can say 
that I love Beloit, but I love the caricature of  Beloit that my peers have built for me - since most of  

them are leaving, so will I. 

Cheers,
India John

dear beloit,
   It’s hard for me to write this. I love you, but to 
be honest, you have some issues. It’s okay, so do I. 
Maybe that’s why we’ve gotten along so well all 
these years. 

   I guess our relationship was a little rocky from 
the start. Rather than a honeymoon period, it was 
awkward and unpredictable, full of  anxiety and 
doubts about my choice to devote the next four years 
of  my life to you. 
   The problem was, I thought I had to change to 
make you happy. I tried to BUFF, because I thought 
that was what you wanted (it didn’t last long). I 
applied for a job in the scene shop because it seemed 
like a zazzy and artistic thing to do. I convinced 
myself  that I wanted to drink every weekend, and 
bought into a fruitless ideal of  hooking up—with 
little success and a lot of  awkwardness. 
   At one point, I even thought about leaving you. It 
got that bad. Then I realized that you didn’t want 

or need me to change – just the opposite, really. It wasn’t until I stopped trying to be a 
different person that we actually started to click. I found the parts of  you where I fit best 
(interpret this as sexually as you like). I joined the OEC and met kind, goofy, crunchy 
granola Wookie people who changed the way I saw the world and made me a better 
person. I found a place on the Round Table, and stayed there all four years in spite of  
editor/hipster intimidation and misspelled bylines (the early years), and sleep deprivation 
(the later years). I joined Voodoo Barbie and committed myself  to a weird and wonderful 
group of  friends/teammates. 

   If  I have any regrets, it’s that I wish I hadn’t studied so f*cking much my first three 
years. To think, all that time I could’ve been going on Bell Runs, climbing WAC, going 
to Friday Fish Fries, having late night conversations with friends, having sex in the 
Spirituality Room, throwing hamster parties, and on and on and on. 

   You’re a beautiful and complicated place, Beloit. I’ve never been in a relationship this 
long before, and it’s hard for me to imagine settling down with someone else. So let’s not 
talk about it; let’s just try to experience the next bittersweet week as fully as possible, 
okay? 

   This has gone on too long and I’m tired of  being sentimental, but I love you and just 
about everything about you. 

           Steven Jackson
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Security keeps it real at Bizarro Beloit 2012. Photo 

courtesy of Alex Hunter.

Fresh to Death keepin’ fumanchu alive circa 2009. Photo courtesy of India John.

Screaming at bears. Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter Crouching Kappa, Hidden Delta. Photo courtesy of Beth Cruzan

Exposed brick goes with every outfit. Photo courtesy of Emma Ammirati.

Cuter than a church camp photo! Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter

Bizarro 2010. Photo courtesy of India John.

Take that, old building! Make way for a new one. Chamberlin. Photo courtesy of India John. Beloit Solidarity starts the 
Occupy movement, Beloit style. 

Photo courtesy of India John.

Erykah Badu does Beloit. 
Photo courtesy of India John.

Frosty frosh frolickers. Photo courtesy of Alex Hunter.


